Internship M2/ Final Year Engineering

Automatic Question Generation in the Context of Learning Environments

5-6 month internship in the LIRIS laboratory (TWEAK team)

Supervisor: Nadia Yacoubi Ayadi

This research internship is part of the TWEAK (LIRIS) team's research program, and aims to consolidate the team's work in the field of Computer Environments for Human Learning (CEHL). The main objective is to embed artificial intelligence in personalized and adaptive e-learning systems, in terms that pedagogical objectives, assessment methods and learning paths are adapted to the learner's unique profile. Setting up an adaptive e-learning system requires the collection and processing of different types of data: text (course material, bibliographic references, textbooks), knowledge bases (ConceptNet or Wikidata). This will require the use of automatic natural language processing, both for "understanding" textual content with NLU (Natural Language Understanding) algorithms/models, and for content generation (adapted course, questions) with NLG (Natural Language Generation) generative algorithms/models. It is within this framework that this internship aims to propose a question generation (QG) model [Mulla & Charpure, 2023] based on a given educational content and auxiliary knowledge sources.

For the year 2024, we plan to recruit a research intern, preferably at M2 or last year engineering level. During the internship, the student will develop, as a first step, an initial exploratory analysis of existing question/answer (QR) datasets in the literature, specific to the field of education (statistics, sources used, themes, question types, context, explanations) [Hadifar, et al, 2023, Hardalov et al., 2020] . In the second stage, we aim to study and experiment different pre-trained models such as BERT, BART and T5 for training AQ and GQ models [Hao et al., 2017]. Finally, we aim to propose an improvement of one (or more) pre-trained model(s) through the infusion of knowledge from open knowledge sources, such as ConceptNet or Wikidata to meet education requirements. For his experiments, the student
will need to draw on existing datasets in order to provide a concrete and comparative assessment of the proposed QR and QG models.

We plan to operationalize and evaluate the approach proposed in this internship by incorporating it into a Multiple Choice Questionnaire (MCQ) tool available in the OPALE application [Jean-Daubias and Quoc Do, 2019] used by students at Université Lyon 1. This embodiment will enable us, through user studies, to have a real assessment of the quality of the questions generated.

Prerequisites:

We are looking for a candidate with knowledge of machine learning (ideally also deep learning and Automatic Natural Language Processing).

Apply now:

Send an email to Nadia YACOUBI AYADI nadia.yacoubi-ayadi@univ-lyon1.fr with your CV and a cover letter.
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